Meeting held at Mandurah on Thursday, 16 May 2019

WEATHER: Showers  TRACK: Good  KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 6.15pm
Stewards: Mr G O'Dea, Mr C Ker, Mr M Pascoe (Trainee)
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr B Vale
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS: Race 11 DYNA ELVIO (37.7kgs)
SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury: Race 3 WINLOCK SAL (16/5), Race 4 BETTY GUNDI (15/5), Race 5, 6 & 8 WILLIE GUNDI (15/5), Race 7 JARAIG CRUISER (16/5), Race 8 HANK GUNDI (15/5), Race 10 INCREDIBLE EVIE (15/5)
Racing Elsewhere: Race 2 RAGTIME MAGGIE (16/5), Race 9 VEIL SUCCESSOR (16/5)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R23(2) - Race 1 CHAROS MOSCOW x 10 days (11.08am)
R23(2) - Race 6 SUPER SERENA x 10 days (10.06am)
R23(2) - Race 7 RECO TONIC x 10 days (10.30am)
R23(2) - Race 12 DRIVE AHEAD x 10 days (10.06am)
FINES:
R86(o) - Mr B Marshall - $300.00.
SAMPLES TAKEN: Race 3 DANDALUP SPRITE, Race 4 GOODBYE, Race 9 EMMA LAKERS, Race 10 VEIL SUCCESSOR

Race 1 - Maiden/Country/302 - Maiden - 6:46 PM
MISS WILDCAT began quickly. DANDALUP TITAN & SUBTLE began slowly. DANDALUP TITAN & GEORGIE collided soon after the start. JOE GUNDI & FUN AND GAMES collided approaching home. JOE GUNDI galloped on the heels of FUN AND GAMES on the home turn. DANDALUP TITAN checked off the heels of SUBTLE on the home turn. JOE GUNDI & FUN AND GAMES collided heavily in the home straight.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that SUBTLE had a Right - Foreleg - Carpal Fracture/Dislocation (Wrist) and has been stood down for 30 days.

Race 2 - Novice/Country/405 - Novice - 7:01 PM
HELLO APRIL & SHAKEY SHAKE began quickly. GIGAWATT & VILLAFLY began slowly. DOUBLE CRACKER checked off the heels of SHAKEY SHAKE soon after the start. BORUTO & DOUBLE CRACKER collided soon after the start. DOUBLE CRACKER checked off the heels of BORUTO on the first turn. BORUTO & VILLAFLY collided on the first turn. GIGAWATT, BORUTO & DOUBLE CRACKER collided several times on the first turn. GIGAWATT, BORUTO & DOUBLE CRACKER collided approaching home. VILLAFLY checked off the heels of FAIRY MONELLI on the home turn. HELLO APRIL raced wide on the home turn.

Race 3 - Novice/Country/302 - Novice - 7:16 PM
HELLO I'M CIPHER began quickly. ROMAN BLUE & JUST A DREAMER collided soon after the start. JUST A DREAMER & IT’S A KURI collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M CIPHER, ROMAN BLUE & RAGETIME MAGGIE collided on the first turn. WINLOCK CHOICE checked off the heels of ROMAN BLUE on the first turn. WINLOCK CHOICE & IT'S A KURI collided on the first turn. RAGETIME MAGGIE checked off the heels of ROMAN BLUE approaching the home turn. WINLOCK CHOICE & IT’S A KURI collided on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that WINLOCK CHOICE had a Right - Foreleg - Toe (Phalangeal) Fracture and has been stood down for 28 days.

Race 4 - Grade 4/Country/302 - Grade 4 - 7:31 PM
HELLO ISSY & SURE ENOUGH began slowly. FANTASY KNIGHT & ASA TORPEDO collided on the first turn. WINSOME JACKIE & ACE CRUISING collided on the first turn, ACE CRUISING lost ground. ASA TORPEDO & YANKEE PARKER collided on the first turn. HELLO ISSY checked off the heels of SURE ENOUGH on the first turn. WINSOME JACKIE, ACE CRUISING & FANTASY KNIGHT collided approaching home. ASA TORPEDO & SURE ENOUGH collided several times on the home turn. ACE CRUISING checked off the heels of FANTASY KNIGHT on the home turn. HELLO ISSY & YANKEE PARKER collided approaching the finishing line.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Country/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 7:46 PM
MAX VIPER & SMURF began quickly. SWEET TREAT began slowly. TYSON GUNDI checked off the heels of STARLIGHT APRIL soon after the start. VIENNA CHARM & ALIANTE collided soon after the start. VIENNA CHARM & STARLIGHT APRIL collided soon after the start. VIENNA CHARM & ALIANTE collided approaching the first turn. SLOBBER CHOPS checked off the heels of SMURF approaching home. MAX VIPER checked off the heels of SLOBBER CHOPS approaching home. MAX VIPER & STARLIGHT APRIL collided approaching home. TYSON GUNDI & STARLIGHT APRIL galloped on the heels of STARLIGHT APRIL on the home turn. STARLIGHT APRIL checked off the heels of SLOBBER CHOPS and collided with MAX VIPER on the home turn. VIENNA CHARM & SWEET TREAT collided on the home turn. ALIANTE check off the heels of VIENNA CHARM on the home turn.

Race 6 - Grade 5/Country/490 - Grade 5 - 8:01 PM
WHIZZING, WHO'S GOT BYRON & LUCY'S NIMBUS began quickly. AEROPLANE BARNEY began slowly. HELLO I'M RONGO checked off the heels of WHO'S GOT BYRON and collided with COOL COCO on the first turn. HELLO I'M BUGSY & HELLO I'M RONGO collided on the first turn. COOL COCO checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BUGSY on the second turn. HELLO I'M BUGSY & COOL COCO collided on the second turn, HELLO I'M BUGSY lost ground. WHIZZING & AEROPLANE BARNEY collided on the second turn. AEROPLANE BARNEY & HELLO I'M RONGO collided on the second turn. AEROPLANE BARNEY & HELLO I'M RONGO collided several times approaching home. HELLO I'M BUGSY & COOL COCO collided on the home turn.

Race 7 - Free For All (s)/Country/302 - Free For All (s) - 8:19 PM
HART VIEW DICKY began quickly. BLACK DRATTA & HART VIEW DICKY collided soon after the start. BOW GUNDI, GO LEVI & BURN THE JETTS collided on the first turn. BOW GUNDI hit inside running rail on the first turn and lost ground. GO LEVI & BURN THE JETTS collided heavily on the first turn, GO LEVI lost ground. BOW GUNDI & GO LEVI collided on the first turn. LOOKOUT SNICKERS & HART VIEW DICKY collided on the home turn. BURN THE JETTS checked off the heels of LOOKOUT SNICKERS on the home turn. BLACK DRATTA checked off the heels of BURN THE JETTS on the home turn. LOOKOUT SNICKERS & HART VIEW DICKY collided approaching the finish line.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that BOW GUNDI had a Left - Foreleg - Shoulder M. Injury Other and has been stood down for 7 days.
GO LEVI was examined by the course Veterinary Surgeon and no apparent injury was reported.

Race 8 - Grade 5/Country/405 (2) - Grade 5 - 8:37 PM
LOCHBRAE MOSS & KRUSTY MONELLI began quickly. BEDELIA WAY began slowly. BEDELIA WAY & BLACK LIGHT collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M BIGGIE & RANSOME THE OPAL collided soon after the start. BLACK LIGHT checked off the heels of RANSOME THE OPAL approaching the first turn. BEDELIA WAY checked off the heels of HELLO I'M BIGGIE on the first turn. BLACK LIGHT checked off the heels of LOCHBRAE MOSS on the first turn. HELLO I'M BIGGIE & RANSOME THE OPAL collided on the first turn. RANSOME THE OPAL checked off the heels of BLACK LIGHT approaching home. RANSOME THE OPAL raced wide on the home turn.

Race 9 - Grade 5/Country/302 (1) - Grade 5 - 9:02 PM
EMMA LAKERS began quickly. HE'S DECISION began slowly. FAYLETTE & JELLY BABY collided soon after the start. JELLY BABY checked off the heels of HELEN'S CALLING on the first turn. FAYLETTE checked off the heels of HELEN'S CALLING and collided with JELLY BABY on the first turn. HE'S DECISION checked off the heels of JELLY BABY on the first turn. WARRANTED & ROSEMARY MONELLI collided on the first turn. HELEN'S CALLING & HOLD IT TOGETHER collided approaching home. HOLD IT TOGETHER tailed off due to injury and collided with FAYLETTE approaching home. HE'S DECISION galloped on the heels of JELLY BABY on the home turn.

A post race veterinary examination revealed that HOLD IT TOGETHER had a Right - Hindleg - Tensor Fascia L. M. Inj. (Triangle) and has been stood down for 21 days.
Race 10 - Grade 5/Country/302 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:17 PM
VEIL SUCCESSOR began quickly. JAGGERNAUGHT, THUNDER BOOM & IDEAL GRACE began slowly. THUNDER BOOM & IDEAL GRACE collided soon after the start. PRESLEY PARKER checked off the heels of NACHO LIBRE soon after the start. JAGGERNAUGHT & PRESLEY PARKER collided on the first turn. NACHO LIBRE & APPLIED collided on the first turn. NACHO LIBRE & NIGHT CHARM collided on the first turn. NACHO LIBRE checked off the heels of NIGHT CHARM on the first turn. THUNDER BOOM & IDEAL GRACE collided on the first turn and both lost ground. NACHO LIBRE, PRESLEY PARKER & APPLIED collided approaching home. NACHO LIBRE checked off the heels of APPLIED on the home turn. PRESLEY PARKER checked off the heels of APPLIED on the home turn.

Race 11 - Grade 6/Country/302 - Grade 6 - 9:37 PM
SHE'S A KNOCKIN' & IRINKA MOONYEEN began slowly. DYNA ELVIO & LIGHTNING CASSIE collided soon after the start. LIGHTNING CASSIE & TESS THE BEST collided soon after the start. HELLO I'M DONNY checked off the heels of NICMAC DANCER on the first turn. MONTOEY MISS, DYNA ELVIO & LIGHTNING CASSIE collided on the first turn. LIGHTNING CASSIE & IRINKA MOONYEEN collided on the first turn. LIGHTNING CASSIE & TESS THE BEST collided on the first turn. NICMAC DANCER & SHE'S A KNOCKIN' collided approaching home. HELLO I'M DONNY raced wide on the home turn. IRINKA MOONYEEN checked off the heels of TESS THE BEST on the home turn.

Race 12 - Grade 6/Country/405 - Grade 6 - 9:52 PM
COSTLY GIRL & CHARGING BULLETT began quickly. EDGE CRUSHER & CROCODILE DAISY began slowly. HELLO I'M STEWIE & FOXEY LEXUS collided soon after the start. CHARGING BULLETT & CROCODILE DAISY collided approaching the first turn. FOXEY LEXUS checked off the heels of HELLO I'M STEWIE approaching the first turn. HELLO I'M STEWIE galloped on the heels of CHARGING BULLETT on the first turn and both lost ground. HELLO I'M STEWIE & CHARGING BULLETT collided on the home turn.

FINAL.